
Poseidon Downloadable content & Editions 

Like any game in today’s market, there will be downloadable content.  These will range from extra 

weapons, to special missions, and even some new game modes (but this is still a single player only 

game).  Each individual DLC will cost the player $9.99 on Xbox live, PSN, or on Steam.  Xbox 360 owners 

can purchase the “Key to the City” online pass for $29.99.  If they do, they’ll get the first four DLC for 

25%off (more DLC to come later), when they’re ready for download.  PS3 owners can get a “PSN VIP 

card” online pass at the PSN store for $29.99, which also allows for the DLC to be 25% off, when they’re 

ready for download.  Steam owners who pre-order (pre-order ONLY) the game (via download, either 

standard or deluxe editions) will get the DLC for free when available, and the price will be the same as 

the Collector’s edition. 

Here is a rundown of the Downloadable contents 

Pre-order ONLY DLC: If someone purchases the game before release day (standard or 

collector’s/deluxe edition at any retailer), they will receive a special add-on for the game: Prisoner Wes, 

which is Wes in denim jeans, light blue dress shirt, white tank top, and black shoes (similar to his default 

skin).  This will also add some new dialogue for the game (primarily the Prison level). 

Collector’s Edition/Deluxe DLC:  If someone purchases the Collector’s/Deluxe edition (pre-purchase or 

not), they will receive a special add-on for the game: Undercover Katya, which is Katya in a beige trench 

coat, sunglasses, wine red bandana, and black high heel boots.  This will add some new dialogue for the 

game (if the player chooses Katya as their helper and the player goes to the Park).  The player’s avatar 

(Xbox 360 & PS3 versions only) will get all of Wes’s attires (male) and all of Katya’s attires (female).  PC 

owners get a PDF of the map to Poseidon City. 

Retailer Specific pre-orders (applies to both Standard and Collector’s editions).   If someone pre-orders 

the game from GameStop, they will get the Urban Digital Camouflage Wes skin.  If someone pre-orders 

the game from Amazon, they will get the Arctic Camouflage Wes skin.  If someone pre-orders the game 

from Wal-Mart, the will get the Type 99 Camouflage Wes skin.  If someone pre-orders the game from 

Best Buy, they will get the Midnight Camouflage Wes skin.  If someone pre-orders from Toys R’ us, they 

will get the Dark Purple Camouflage Wes skin.  If someone pre-orders from Steam (PC only), they will get 

the Blood Red Camouflage Wes skin, downloaded immediately upon game activation (Standard or 

Deluxe editions).  

System specific skins: PS3 owners can get the Black Digital Camouflage Wes skin if they redeem their 

code from the game (pre-order or not, standard or Collector’s editions).  Xbox 360 owners can get the 

Green Digital Camouflage Wes Skin if they redeem their code from the game (pre-order or not, standard 

or Collector’s editions).   

Camouflage from Mountain Dew:  In 20 oz. bottles of Mountain Dew, there will be a code for extra 

camouflage skins, depending on the flavor.  The codes are printed on the wrapper.  Baja Blast provides 

the Blue Digital Camouflage Wes skin.  Code Red provides the Red Digital Camouflage Wes Skin.  White 



out provides the White Digital Camouflage Wes skin.  Livewire provides the Orange Digital Camouflage 

Wes skin. 

These skins are purely cosmetic, and have no special abilities in the game except for additional dialogue 

in the game.  All skins refer to ACU Dress attire, with black fingerless gloves; jackets with sleeves rolled 

up, and combat boots, minus the helmets.  Note: for design references, take a look at Metal Gear Solid 3 

snake.   

Also note that the codes are randomly generated. 

DLC #1: Katya’s Journey 

This DLC contains a prequel mission to the main game itself.  The player will take control of Katya 

Oorumov, as she climbs the Oorumov Crime Family ladder.  The player will see Katya grow up, from an 

infant to a 12 year old child and to a 36 year old adult.  There will be 7 new places to explore (keeping in 

tradition, in any order the player wants).  These include the Jewelry Store, Town Hall, Construction Site, 

Hotel, Cathedral, Junkyard, and Katya’s Manor.  There aren’t any new weapons included in this mission.  

There are new enemies and a new boss included.  12 new achievements are added. 

DLC #2: Fearsome Five’s Toys 

This DLC contains the weapons from the Fearsome Five.  No new missions are included.  While the 

player doesn’t have to defeat the Fearsome Five to get these weapons, they will be surprised to find out 

that their weapons are being used against them, and they’ll make some comments about them.  These 

weapons don’t have spare ammo lying around, but Katya’s cache will refill them.  Here are the five 

weapons that are included.  5 new achievements are added. 

M40 (10 rounds in magazine, up to 50) (Daisy’s gun) 

 Can zoom in 

 Can be silenced 

 Can dismember/decapitate 

 No execution 

 Lots of recoil 

 Slow firing rate 

M61 (5000 rounds) (Ed’s gun) 

 Fastest firing rate 

 Deals 2nd most damage 



 No reloading 

 Can dismember 

 No execution 

 VERY heavy 

 Overheats the fastest of all weapons 

 Noisy 

 Slows the player down greatly 

MGL (8 rounds in magazine, up to 80) (Jacob’s gun) 

 Great distance 

 Only weapon that has multiple variations of ammo (including Incendiary, flash, fragment, tear 

gas (enemies retreat), and rubber (which stuns enemies) 

 Good explosion radius 

 Can dismember 

 No execution 

 Accuracy isn’t very good 

 Slow firing rate 

 Noisy 

Colt Anaconda (6 rounds in magazine, up to 30) (Desiree’s gun) 

 Ties for power with Desert Eagle 

 Can dismember 

 Execution 

 Slow firing rate 

 Noisy 

Colt Anaconda Execution:  Wes will pistol whip the enemy from behind, which knocks the enemy down, 

then sets one foot on their neck, and shoot them in the back of the head, resulting in a gory mess. 

Cloaking Device (uses reflexes) (Boss’ device) 



 Hides player 

 Makes sneaking easier 

 Executions are slightly easier 

 Drains reflexes a little faster 

 Takes longer to recharge reflexes 

Team Fortress 2:  When the player purchases DLC pack #2 (PC only, with or without Season Pass), they 

will receive four new weapons and two new hats for their copy of Team Fortress 2.  The weapons will be 

based on the Fearsome Five’s weapons (with the exception of the Cloaking Device).  These are the 

weapons that the player can get, and what class they represent.  All weapons are genuine. 

Daisy’s favorite toy (Sniper) 

Hey Sniper, think you’re a good shot?  Try my weapon out and see for yourself. 

 All shots are mini-crits (zoomed in or not) 

 Can’t move while zoomed in 

A real man’s gun (Heavy) 

Hey Heavy, you think you’re a giant man?  Give my gun a chance, and we’ll see. 

 60% firing rate 

 30% shots being crit shots 

 Can’t move while firing 

 25% damage 

The Scotsman’s rival (Demo man) 

Scotland vs. Ireland; we’ll see whose weapon is best. 

 8 rounds instead of 4 

 30% faster firing rate 

 No crits 

 Can’t equip secondary weapon 

A true Spy’s weapon (Spy) 

We both maybe French spies, but my weapon is better than yours. 

 15% damage 

 Disguise not lost while carrying intel 

 Player can’t cloak 



 2 sec longer reload 

Wes’ buzz cut (Soldier) 

“Now this is a haircut I like…maybe even more so than my own”. 

Poseidon City’s tourist souvenir (all classes) 

Thank you for visiting Poseidon City.  We hope you enjoy your stay, and take one of our hats as a 

souvenir. 

DLC #3: Mysteries 

This DLC introduces the player to 6 new missions.  These six missions don’t relate to the mission, as 

completing these missions don’t count towards the 16 mission requirement to unlock the final mission.  

The missions also don’t affect trust with either character, and the player won’t engage in a conversation 

with them.  The 6 new places include the Yacht (South), Library (North), Botanical Gardens (North), 

Shrine (West), Subway (East) and Xanadu (West).  There are also 4 new weapons; the MAC-10, 

Jackhammer, Baseball Bat, and Katana.  8 new achievements are added.  Enemies also carry the MAC-10 

and Jackhammer. 

MAC-10 (30 rounds in magazine, up to 300) 

 Fast firing rate 

 Ammo is easy to find 

 Can dual wield 

 Can be silenced 

 No execution 

 Not very powerful 

Jackhammer (10 rounds in magazine, up to 50) 

 Powerful 

 No execution 

 Slow firing rate 

 Noisy 

 Ammo is hard to find 

Baseball bat (Note: the Baseball bat does not replace the knife) (no ammo required) 



 Silent 

 Can be used to draw attention (hit melee while in cover) 

 Most powerful melee weapon 

 Execution 

 Need to be close to be effective 

 Very slow swings 

Baseball bat execution:  Wes will swing the bat to the target’s temple, bringing them down.  Then Wes 

will swing the bat downward until the skull completely breaks open. 

Katana (note: the Katana does not replace the knife) (no ammo required) 

 Silent 

 Can dismember and decapitate (doesn’t count as execution) 

 Can deflect bullets (use while in aim mode) 

 Execution 

 Multiple executions (press X [Xbox 360], Square [PS3], or Enter [PC] for the alternate execution 

while using reflexes) 

 Need to be close to be effective 

Katana execution 1 (default, required for achievement):  Wes will lunge the katana into the target’s 

backside, and then decapitates the target’s head. 

Katana execution 2 (alternate, required for achievement), (need to be farther away to pull off):  Wes will 

run towards the target, jump, slice the target in half vertically, land, and sheathe the katana (which 

results in the target’s body to split in half vertically, which results in a gory mess). 

Katana execution 3 (alternate 2, not required for achievement), (need to be medium distance from 

target); Wes will unsheathe the katana; slice the mid-section of the target, and re-sheathe the katana, 

which will then cause the mid-section of the target to fall off. 

DLC #4: Arcade 

This DLC introduces a new game mode: Arcade.  This mode lets the player select a level (or play through 

all 30 [or 36] levels), and go for a high score.  The player will battle 2 waves of enemies to move on to 

the next level, the second being harder than the first (level 1 wave 1 is the 1st level, level 1 wave 2 is the 

2nd level and so on).  When the player completes both waves, their score gets added up.  The formula is 



this: Current Score + any lives left over (1000 points per life) + time (the faster a level is completed, the 

more points they get; if under a minute, 10,000 points; between 1 and 2 minutes; 5,000 points, 2 to 3 

minutes; 2,500 points, 3 to 5 minutes; 1,000 points, 5 to 10 minutes; 500 points; 10 minutes and over; 0 

points) * Difficulty (1 for Easy, 1.5 for Normal, 2 for Hard, and 3 for Poseidon).  Every sixth level is a 

random boss battle (6, 12, 18, 24, 30 [and if necessary, 36]), but this is one wave only.  When a boss 

wave is complete, the point value doubles, regardless of difficulty.  The final level (30 or 36) is the battle 

with X.  The player can get an extra life when they reach 20,000 points (then increases to 50,000, 

100,000, 200,000, etc.), or if they can complete three levels (along with both waves) without dying.  The 

player can have an unlimited number of extra lives in their quota.  The player starts with 4 lives (5 

counting the last one).  Bonuses are given when the player can kill 3 enemies within a 6 second frame, 

which also increases the bonus multiplier (up to 10 times).  2 headshots in a row also activate the bonus 

multiplier.  Killing multiple enemies at one time will also start the bonus multiplier (easiest with 

grenades).  The bonus multipliers last for 10 seconds.  The bonus multiple is added during a wave.  There 

are no executions allowed.  This mode also doesn’t allow reflexes.  No new weapons or enemies are 

introduced.  There are 10 new achievements. 

There are two editions available for the player to purchase when the game gets launched: a standard 

and a collector’s/deluxe edition.  The standard edition for all systems will cost $59.99.  The 

collector’s/deluxe edition will cost $79.99 for Xbox 360 and PS3 (Collector’s), while the PC (Deluxe; 

downloadable only) runs for $69.99.  The table below explains what’s included in each edition. 

Content Standard Collector’s/Deluxe 

Game & Manual Yes (manual viewable on 
website) 

Yes (manual viewable on 
website) 

Steel book Casing No Collector’s only 

Copy of Poseidon: Judgment No Yes (codes for redeeming an 
eBook copy on Amazon’s Kindle 
site will be included in the case 
(voucher in invoice for PC 
owners)) 

Prisoner Wes skin Pre-order only Pre-order only 

Undercover Katya skin^ No Yes (code on the last page of 
Poseidon: Judgment), PC owners 
will get the skin immediately 

LP Soundtrack No Yes (Xbox 360 & PS3 only); PC 
deluxe owners get a code for 
download on iTunes 

Map of Poseidon City (PDF) No PC version only 

Avatar items (Wes & Katya) No Xbox 360 only 

Poseidon Theme No PS3 only 

The making of Poseidon bonus 
disc 

No DVD (Xbox 360 only) or Blu-ray 
(PS3 only) 

 



^Note: if the player buys Poseidon: Judgment on its own, the player will NOT get the Undercover Katya 

skin. 

Steam trading cards 

Steam owners will get access to eight trading cards, with four free drops.  The cards are based on Wes, 

Katya, X, and all five members of the Fearsome Five.  All artwork is based on default attire.  The titles are 

(in order from Wes to Boss):  Wes Carver:  Man on the Run (his pose is Wes standing with a Beretta in 

his right hand and him looking over his left shoulder, with Poseidon City in the background); Katya 

Oorumov: Russian Mistress (her pose is Katya standing with MP5 in hand, and her head looking to her 

right at a slightly downward angle from a roof.  The view is isometric).  X: Mysterious visitor (his pose is X 

standing straight, looking at the camera, with his bigger version in the background.  Ed: Heavy weapons 

man (his pose is Ed holding his M61 at a 45 degree angle with a slight grin on his face, his right foot is 

forward.  His background is the cooler from the Grocery Store level).  Daisy: Sniping belle (her pose is 

Daisy holding her M40 while aiming.  The stance is slight off center to the left.  Her background is 

Poseidon City).  Jacob: Demolition Irishman (his pose is Jacob holding his MGL in his right hand, behind 

his head, standing tall with the flag of Ireland in the background).  Desiree: French Femme Fatale (her 

pose is her Colt Anaconda is in her right hand, her back is against the wall, and a look of concern on her 

face.  Her head is turned to her right).  Boss: Boss of bosses (his pose is Boss holding a Martini in his right 

hand, while his left arm is below his right, and has an arrogant smirk on his face.  His background is the 

office in Katya’s home).  When a player collects all eight cards, they get the ‘Savior of the City’ badge, 

worth 100 XP, a rare profile background (Wes, Katya, and X stare, each with an eye; named “eye for an 

eye”, Wes and Katya back to back; named “Odd Couple”; or X in his true form; named “Supreme ruler”), 

and an emoticon (Wes, Katya, X, Jacob, Desiree, Daisy, Ed, or Boss).  The levels for badges are named 

(level 1 to level 5) “lone wolf”, “martyr”, “antihero”, “shepherd”, and “Poseidon”. 


